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Abstract 
Interoception plays a multifaceted role in mental life. Understanding gender differences in 
interoception can contribute to explain gender disparities in physical and mental health. To 
fill the gaps in the literature on the relationship between gender and interoception, the present 
thesis systematically investigates gender differences across three facets of interoception: 
interoceptive sensitivity, interoceptive awareness, and metacognitive awareness. In particular, 
the influence of encultured body beliefs, a gender-relevant sociocultural factor, on any 
relationship is explored. During the study, participants first completed a heartbeat detection 
task as measures of interoceptive sensitivity and metacognitive awareness. Participants then 
completed a series of questionnaires to capture interoceptive awareness and body beliefs. By 
evaluating the full model using structural equation modeling, no significant relationships 
were found between gender or body beliefs and any facet of interoception. However, through 
a follow-up exploratory analysis, I found significant gender differences in several subscales 
of questionnaires that were used to operationalize interoceptive awareness or body beliefs. 
These findings collectively suggest that women and men differ in some aspects of their 
awareness and attitudes towards bodily signals. In response to the nonsignificant findings, I 
discussed several theoretical and methodological factors that limit previous literature and this 
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It is not hard to recall a time when we felt hungry because we perceived a specific set 
of indicators inside our body such as fatigue or stomach pains. Likewise, it is not hard to recall 
a time when we felt stressed because we sensed a set of bodily signals such as sweaty palms, a 
racing heartbeat, or shortness of breath. Interoception refers to an individual’s ability to 
perceive a multimodal set of sensations related to the physiological conditions of the body 
(Cameron, 2002; Craig, 2002).  Interoception plays a crucial role in several aspects of mental 
life including in decision making (Dunn et al., 2010), emotional experience (Dunn et al., 2010; 
Schandry, 1981), memory (Garfinkel et al., 2013), and self-consciousness (Seth, 2013). 
Interoception is also involved in several aspects of health and wellbeing, in no small part by 
contributing to ongoing physiological regulation (Barrett & Simmons, 2015). Conversely, 
disrupted interoception may contribute to the onset and maintenance of several diseases and 
disorders including depression (Harshaw, 2015), anxiety (Garfinkel et al., 2016), and bulimia 
nervosa (Pollatos & Georgiou, 2016) (for a more complete list see Khalsa et al., 2018; Murphy 
et al., 2017). It is thus vitally important to study interoception. Indeed, because of its broad 
implications across disciplines, research on interoception has increased nearly six-fold in the 
last two decades (Tsakiris & Critchley, 2016).  
In the surge of new research on interoception, many studies have examined the link 
between interoception and gender. Since the mid-1970s, research has consistently replicated a 
relationship between gender and interoception whereby women report greater interoceptive 
awareness but demonstrate poorer interoceptive sensitivity. However, little has been done to 
explore the cause(s) or consequence of this relationship. This area of research is of great import 
because persistent gender disparities in physical and mental health as well as other 
demonstrated differences in somatic experience are related to bodily perception, and thus may 
be attributable to interoception. For example, internalizing disorders (e.g., anxiety, depression, 
etc.) are more prevalent among women than men (Kessler et al., 1933; Whiteford et al., 2015). 
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Specifically, women express more somatic symptoms compared to men (Barsky et al., 2001), 
which can be related to gender differences in bodily perception. de Vries & Forger (2015) 
demonstrated gender differences in a whole-body perspective, implying that gender differences 
in body construction may be attributed to different bodily perception. Moreover, gender 
differences in emotional experience and use of cues (e.g., internal vs. external cues) again 
illustrate the self-world differences in women and men, which suggest that women tend to 
focus more on self-body and internal cues while men focus more on external world and cues 
(Moriguchi et al., 2014; Robert & Pennebaker, 1995). These phenomena of gender differences 
all to some extent tap into the role of interoception.  
Measuring interoception 
There are many specific phenomena related to interoception encompassing a variety of 
disciplines not limited to psychology and medicine. However, researchers from different fields 
often use inconsistent terminologies when referring to these phenomena. For example, many 
people use terms like “interoceptive sensitivity” and “interoceptive accuracy” interchangeably. 
In response to this inconsistency, Garfinkel et al. (2015) defined three dissociable dimensions 
of interoception. Interoceptive awareness (referred in the present thesis as interoceptive 
sensitivity) refers to one’s objective performance on bodily signal detection tasks. It is usually 
measured by the golden-standard heartbeat detection task (HBD task, Schandry, 1981). During 
the task, participants need to indicate whether the audio tones they heard are synchronized or 
unsynchronized with their own perceived heartbeats, in which higher accuracy to identify 
coincidence or non-coincidence reflects more interoceptive sensitivity. The other body signal 
detection tasks include stomach contraction (Whitehead & Drescher, 1980) or respiratory 
resistance (Harver et al., 1993). Interoceptive sensibility (or interoceptive awareness in the 
present thesis) refers to one’s self-reported attention towards their internal bodily signals. This 
facet is measured by different questionnaires designed to evaluate individual differences in 
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internal signal perception but not address whether this perception is correct or not. Finally, 
interoceptive awareness (or metacognitive awareness in this thesis) refers to one’s 
metacognitive beliefs about their interoceptive sensitivity (how their objective performance 
matches with their subjective beliefs). This facet is quantified by the degree to which the 
accuracy can be predicted by the corresponding confidence, which is usually computed by 
comparing the actual interoceptive sensitivity as well as the predicted one (Barrett et al., 2013). 
As such, higher metacognitive awareness represents that the individuals are more likely to 
know when they are making a right or wrong judgement about their visceral bodily signals.  
How does gender relate to interoception?  
Research on the link between gender and interoception has burgeoned in recent years 
with various methods. However, while some effects of gender on interoception are robust, 
others are mixed and even unexplored.  
 Gender & Interoceptive sensitivity. Gender differences in interoceptive sensitivity – 
whereby women demonstrate poorer sensitivity compared to men – are well-documented and 
have been replicated across multiple studies (e.g., Grabauskaitė et al., 2017; Harshaw, 2015; 
Robert & Pennebaker, 1995). Most of these studies have investigated cardiovascular 
interoception. For example, Robert and Pennebaker (1995) reviewed several studies reporting 
gender differences in cardiovascular interoceptive sensitivity using the gold-standard heartbeat 
detection task (HBD task). In addition to heartbeat detection, the results also replicated in tasks 
detecting other bodily signals, such as stomach contraction (Whitehead & Drescher, 1980) or 
respiratory resistance (Harver et al., 1993). Altogether, researchers found that males reliably 
performed better than females in accurately detecting their resting heartbeats or other body 
signals. However, it is unexplored of how these findings generalize to other facets of 
interoception. 
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Gender & Interoceptive awareness. Research exploring gender differences in 
interoceptive awareness has shown mixed results. Interoceptive awareness refers to one’s 
subjective judgment of his or her ability to perceive internal bodily signals, such that it is 
usually measured by self-report questionnaires (Garfinkel et al., 2015). For example, both 
Shields and colleagues (1989) and Bagby and colleagues (1994) all found higher interoceptive 
awareness in women by using two different interoception questionnaires respectively. 
However, Robert and Pennebaker (1995) reviewed several studies with different questionnaires 
and found mixed results. Apart from those studies, there is a lack of recent literature on gender 
differences in interoceptive awareness. 
There are many plausible explanations for these inconsistent findings. First, many past 
studies exploring interoception have been limited by small sample sizes, which lack enough 
effect size to generate statistical significances. Second, different studies have used different 
self-report questionnaires to measure interoceptive awareness. As such, it’s unclear to what 
extent these questionnaires are measuring a coherent construct of interoceptive awareness.   
Gender & Metacognitive awareness. To the best knowledge of the author, the 
relationship between gender and metacognitive awareness has not been explored yet. The lack 
of research in this area may be attributed to the relatively recent operationalization of 
metacognitive awareness.  
Altogether, prior research exploring the relationship between gender and interoception 
lacks clarity and nuance. Consequently, the present study aims to explore gender differences 
across all three dimensions of interoceptive ability using a large sample size, and a 
sophisticated statistical approach to construct validity.  
What are the possible mechanisms linking gender and interoception? 
In addition to the outstanding questions surrounding the precise nature of relationships 
between gender and interoception, there is also a lack of understanding regarding the 
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underlying mechanisms linking gender and interoception. Some theoretical work attributes 
gender differences in interoceptive sensitivity to several biological factors such as different 
body constructions (e.g., percentage of body fat; Cameron, 2001) or hormonal fluctuations. For 
example, one theory (Murphy et al., 2019) argues that, perhaps, the dramatic hormonal and 
physical changes associated with the female reproductive system (e.g., puberty, menstruation, 
pregnancy, menopause) creates a ‘noisier’ body environment which makes it more difficult to 
accurately perceive visceral signals. Other theoretical work attributes gender differences in 
interoception to social learning (Grabauskaitė et al., 2017; Robert & Pennebaker, 1995), 
suggesting that socialization and gender stigma shape the way women and men attend to their 
selves versus the world. For example, the focus of culture on aversive and negative aspects of 
menstruation teaches women to pay less attention to and mistrust their menstrual symptoms 
and sensations (Johnston-Robledo & Chrisler, 2013; Merskin, 1999). In addition, the pursuit 
of slimness in western culture results in more disordered eating behaviors (e.g., purposely eat 
less) among women to control weight (Mallick et al., 2014; Strahan, et al., 2007), by which 
women learn to ignore and mistrust their body signals at an early age. However, to the author’s 
knowledge, no studies have explored these hypotheses empirically or generalized them to all 
facets of interoception. One way to begin disentangling potential biological and cultural 
contributors to gender differences in interoception is to explore the role of encultured beliefs 
on body.  
  Body beliefs. Body beliefs refer to the self-perceptions and self-attitudes one holds 
towards myriad body-related experiences (Cash, 2004; Piran et al., 2020). Previous literature 
has demonstrated that body beliefs are closely bound to and shaped by one’s socio-cultural 
environment and pressure (McCabe et al., 2011; Stormer & Thompson, 1996). According to 
Yam (2013), body beliefs are not simply related to one’s “static” cultural identification but 
rather, is malleable in accordance with changes to one’s cultural context. These frameworks 
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support the idea that body beliefs can be used to investigate the influence of culture on 
interoception. 
 Gender differences in body beliefs have been widely explored. Several studies 
consistently replicated the results showing that women tend to have more negative body beliefs, 
or body dissatisfaction (Emanuelsen et al., 2015; Grabauskaitė et al., 2017; Todd et al., 2019a, 
2019b). Specifically, Fredrickson and Roberts (1997) proposed objectification theory which 
elaborates that women tend to view themselves from an outsider’s perspective and are obsessed 
with their appearance, as they are increasingly exposed to sexually oriented social stigma. 
These negative beliefs and heightened attention in turn will deplete their cognitive resources 
to focus on their internal states, compromising their interoceptive ability. Due to the strong 
connection with body, these gender differences in body beliefs are believed to contribute to, 
and have been explored mostly in somatic symptoms of eating disorders (Grilo et al., 2019; 
Stice et al., 2017), which are significantly more prevalent among women than men in western 
countries (Hoek, 2006). But it was not until more recently that some work started to explore 
the relationship between gender, body beliefs as well as interoception. However, these findings 
are insufficient and equivocal, which will be talked about as follows. 
Body beliefs & Interoceptive sensitivity. Research exploring the relationship between 
body beliefs and interoceptive sensitivity has shown mixed results. The link between body 
beliefs and cardiovascular interoceptive sensitivity was replicated across multiple studies 
(Ainley & Tsakiris, 2013; Badoud & Tsakiris, 2017; Duschek et al., 2015; Emanuelsen et al., 
2015; Pollatos & Georgiou, 2016), suggesting that negative body beliefs contribute to lower 
interoceptive sensitivity in heartbeat detection. In addition, Todd and colleagues (2020) also 
replicated this relationship between body beliefs and gastric interoception. However, the 
negative correlation between body dissatisfaction (negative body beliefs) and interoceptive 
sensitivity did not replicate in other studies (e.g., Drew et al., 2020). And even oppositely, 
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Grabauskaitė and colleagues (2017) revealed a positive correlation between negative body 
beliefs and interoceptive sensitivity, by such negative body beliefs can contribute to higher 
interoceptive sensitivity. The replication failure might be due to the small sample size as 
suggested by Drew and colleagues (2020). Thus, the present study will use a large sample to 
avoid the sample size problem. 
Body beliefs & Interoceptive awareness. Research on the relationship between body 
beliefs and interoceptive awareness also shows mixed results. Some literature has consistent 
findings in the positive relationship between body beliefs and self-report interoceptive 
awareness, whereby more positive body beliefs relates to higher interoceptive awareness, 
measured through different questionnaires (Badoud & Tsakiris, 2017; Holmes et al., 2015; 
Oswald et al., 2017). Whereas, Weineck and colleagues (2019) found a negative correlation 
between body beliefs and interoceptive awareness such that participants who received power 
posing training (which intends to increase their positive body beliefs) have less interoceptive 
awareness (measured by Body Perception Questionnaire, BPQ). Moreover, in the study of 
Emanuelsen and colleagues (2015), no correlation was found between body beliefs and 
interoceptive awareness, measured by Body Awareness Questionnaire (BAQ). Different 
measurements used to describe interoceptive awareness and body beliefs could be the possible 
reasons to the unclear findings. Thus, the present study will use self-report questionnaires 
validated from previous studies to operationalize interoceptive awareness. 
 Body beliefs & Metacognitive awareness. The relationship between body belief and 
metacognitive awareness have not yet been explored, with the possible reason similar to the 
unexplored gender differences in metacognitive awareness.  
Altogether, the previous research has explored the relationship between body beliefs 
and interoception but doesn’t have sufficient and replicable findings. In addition, it is also 
unknown that how encultured body beliefs inform the links between gender and interoception. 
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Thus, the present study aims to clarify the relationship between body beliefs and all three 
dimensions of interoceptive ability as well as how body beliefs influence the effects of gender 
on interoception, using a large sample size, together with a sophisticated statistical approach 
to construct validity.  
The Present Study 
The present study aims to achieve two goals. The primary goal is to clarify the 
relationship between gender, interoceptive sensitivity, interoceptive awareness, metacognitive 
awareness. The secondary goal is to explore how any such relationships are influenced by 
encultured beliefs about the body. In particular, I aim to achieve these goals using a large 
sample size and a sophisticated analytic approach.  
The present study recruited a large sample of healthy adults. During the study, 
participants completed a heartbeat detection task as a measure of interoceptive sensitivity and 
metacognitive awareness, as well as a series of questionnaires intended to capture interoceptive 
awareness and body beliefs. Data was analyzed using structural equation modeling. By using 
this approach, I was able to get a comprehensive picture of the unique effects of gender and 
body beliefs on the three facets of interoception. All analyses were pre-registered on the Open 
Science Framework (https://osf.io/9ugda/). I also pre-registered several hypotheses. While 
some of these hypotheses were directional (denoted as DH below) and informed by previous 
empirical evidence, many hypotheses were non-directional (denoted as NDH below) given the 
general lack of relevant data. With respect to my primary goal of clarifying the relationship 
between gender and three key facets of interoception, I hypothesized that (1) gender would be 
significantly associated with interoceptive sensitivity such that women would be less accurate 
in detecting cardiovascular signals associated with the heartbeat compared to men [DH]; (2) 
gender would be significantly associated with interoceptive awareness such that women would 
report more awareness towards bodily signals [DH]; and finally, that (3) gender would be 
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significant associated with metacognitive awareness [NDH]. With respect to my secondary 
goal of evaluating the indirect effect of body beliefs on gender differences in interoception, I 
hypothesized that (1) gender would be significantly associated with body beliefs which would 
in turn predict interoceptive sensitivity, such that women would report more negative body 
beliefs, which would in turn decrease their interoceptive sensitivity relative to men [DH]; (2) 
gender would be significantly associated with body beliefs, such that women would report 
more negative body beliefs, which would in turn be linked with interoceptive awareness [NDH]; 
and finally, that (3) gender would be significantly associated with body beliefs, such that 
women would report more negative body beliefs, which would in turn be linked with 
metacognitive awareness [NDH].  
 
Methods 
The present thesis reports a secondary analysis of data from a study conducted in 2015-
2020 by Dr. Jennifer MacCormack. All materials, data analysis code, and output for this 
experiment can be downloaded at https://osf.io/9ugda/. 
Participants 
250 students (57.6% female; 57.6% European American, 13.6% African American, 
13.6% Asian American, 6.4% Latinx, 6.0% biracial, and 2.8% that were other ethnic identities; 
Mage = 19.20 years, SDage = 1.29 years) were recruited from the undergraduate introductory 
psychology course participant pool at University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s 
Department of Psychology and Neuroscience.  
All participants were prescreened. Prospective participants were excluded if they had a 
pacemaker or if they reported diagnosis of a heart condition, as these factors can present health 
risks to subjects and can affect the sensitivity and interpretation of acquired cardiovascular data. 
Additionally, participants were excluded if they reported having an eating disorder, or if their 
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body mass index (BMI) exceeded 33. Eating disorders and obesity have been shown to alter 
interoception (Herbert & Pollatos, 2014) and high body fat percentage can impede the 
sensitivity of psychophysiological measurement (Frank, Colliver, & Frank, 1986). Finally, 
participants were also excluded if they reported any current or past psychiatric conditions 
including depression, anxiety, or social anxiety, given that our goal was to first establish effects 
within a healthy sample. 
 In addition to prescreening, participants were excluded (or rescheduled) on the day of 
laboratory visits if they had engaged in behaviors that would compromise the sensitivity of 
psychophysiological measurement. These behaviors included consuming alcohol, drugs, 
caffeine, or excess sugar within three hours prior to arrival, or consuming a large meal or 
engaging in aerobic exercise within an hour of their scheduled session. Additionally, 
participants who were sick, taking medication, or who reported emotional distress were also 
excluded or rescheduled to a future date when they stopped taking medication or reported 
feeling better. Upon completion of the study, participants received study participation credits 
as compensation.  
Procedure 
 Participants completed two sessions, each lasting around two hours. During each 
session, participants were instructed to remove all jewelry and belts, portable electronic devices, 
and to leave their phones on silent outside the testing room.  Session 1 began with acquisition 
of a 5-minute physiological baseline. Next, participants completed a reaction time task 
(unrelated to the present analyses), a measure of interoceptive sensitivity, and a series of 
questionnaires in counterbalanced order. Questionnaires included measures of interoceptive 
awareness, body beliefs, and a variety of other individual difference variables unrelated to the 
present analyses. During session 2, participants completed a motivated social stressor task 
unrelated to the present analyses.  
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Measured Variables 
Psychophysiology. 5-minutes of baseline electrocardiography data were collected 
using three non-invasive spot electrodes from Mindware Technologies (Gahanna, OH, USA) 
positioned in a lead II configuration (one (-) electrode on the right collarbone and two (+) on 
the lowermost ribs) and acquired using BioLab acquisition software.   
Heartbeat Detection Task (HBD, Whitehead et a., 1977). Interoceptive sensitivity 
was measured using the widely accepted Whitehead Heartbeat Detection (HBD) Task 
(Kleckner, Wormwood, Simmons, Barrett, & Quigley, 2015; Whitehead et al., 1977). This task 
consisted of 60 trials. During each trial, participants heard 10 tones that either coincided with 
their actual heartbeat (200ms after the R-spike) or did not coincide with their actual heartbeat 
(500ms after the R-spike). Coincident and noncoincident trials were presented in a randomized 
order. Participants responded with “yes” or “no” to indicate their judgement of coincidence or 
non-coincidence. After each trial, participants also rated how confident they were about their 
judgement on a sliding scale ranging from 0% (not at all confident) to 100% (very confident). 
These confidence ratings were down sampled into 11 bins (0 = not at confident, 10 = very 
confident) to enable the computation of metacognitive awareness (detailed computation in 
analysis section). Following the recommendation of Kleckner et al. (2015), participants 
completed the task in a closed private testing room with dim light in order to create a calm 
environment for participants to concentrate on their heartbeats. The task was administered 
using the Mindware heartbeat detection software module (v.3.0.13) and a MATLAB program 
(developed by Kleckner et al., 2015).  
Body Awareness Questionnaire (BAQ; Shields et al., 1989). The BAQ is an 18-item 
self-report measure of interoceptive awareness. The questionnaire was designed in response to 
the lack of measures to assess general bodily awareness rather than physical symptoms 
associated with somatic or emotional complaints. Discriminative validity for the BAQ was 
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established by comparing scale performance to similar questionnaire measures of 
hypochondriasis, anxiety, neuroticism, and self-esteem (Shields et al., 1989). Results 
suggesting that the BAQ measures self-reported attentiveness to general bodily sensations 
rather than symptoms. Example items tapping into normal bodily sensations include, “I can 
distinguish between tiredness that's caused by hunger and tiredness that's caused by a lack of 
sleep” and “I know in advance when I'm getting the flu.” Participants respond to items on a 7-
point Likert scale from 1 (“not at all true of me”) to 7 (“very true of me”). 
Multidimensional Assessment of Interoceptive Awareness (MAIA; Mehling et al., 
2012). The MAIA is a 32-item self-report measure of one’s awareness for and comfort with 
bodily signals. Originally developed by focus groups with body-mind instructors (e.g., yoga, 
meditation), the scale is now one of the best-validated and most widely used measures of 
interoceptive awareness. The MAIA includes eight subscales: noticing (awareness of bodily 
sensations; e.g., “When I am tense, I notice where the tension is located in my body”), not 
distracting (accepting uncomfortable sensations rather than distracting or ignoring those 
sensations; e.g., “I distract myself from sensations of discomfort1”), not worrying (the tendency 
to not experience emotional distress during physical discomfort; e.g., “When I feel physical 
pain, I become upset”), attention regulation (ability to direct and maintain attention to bodily 
sensations; e.g., “I can maintain awareness of my inner bodily sensations even when there is a 
lot going on around me”), emotional awareness (the tendency to notice bodily sensations during 
emotions; e.g., “I notice how my body changes when I am angry”), self-regulation (the ability 
to regulate emotional distress by attending to bodily sensations; e.g., “When I bring awareness 
to my body, I feel a sense of calm”), body listening (the tendency to actively listen to the body 
for insights; e.g., “I listen to my body to inform me about what to do”), and body trusting (the 
 
1 This item is reverse scored 
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tendency to believe that the body is safe and trustworthy;  e.g., “I trust my body sensations”). 
Participants respond to items on a 6-point Likert scale ranging from 0 (“never”) to 5 (“always”).  
Bodily Signals Beliefs Questionnaire (BSBQ; MacCormack, 2020). This is a novel 
12-item scale designed by MacCormack (2020) to reveal individual’s general beliefs about the 
value, intensity, and control of bodily sensations. Example items include, “My body is 
unpredictable,” “I have a hard time handling my bodily sensations,” “I believe that my body’s 
feelings can be misleading,” “Listening to my body’s sensations can be problematic,” “My 
bodily urges are difficult to control,” “Sometimes I’m afraid of my bodily feelings,” and “My 
body is an intense place.” Participants respond to all items on a 7-point Likert scale from 1 
(“not at all true of me”) to 7 (“extremely true of me”). Items were reversely coded so that higher 
scores represented more positive or less negative beliefs about bodily sensations. 
Analysis Strategy 
Distributions for reaction times in the heartbeat detection task were assessed and 
outliers were removed on a trial-by-trial basis. Trials were excluded where reaction times 
were under 200ms (Whelan, 2008) or greater than 7,000ms. Participant’s responses on the 
heartbeat detection task were sorted into four categories (see Table 1). Using a signal 
detection framework, measures of interoceptive sensitivity and metacognitive awareness 
were computed based on the distributions of responses across these four categories. 
First, interoceptive sensitivity was calculated as the z-value of the hit rate minus that 
of the false alarm rate for each participant and was notated d-prime (d’). Metacognitive 
awareness was calculated using the ‘psycho’ package in R (Makowski, 2018). Metacognitive 
awareness was calculated in two steps. First, we computed the value of d’ that would have 
been predicted to give rise to the observed confidence ratings (Maniscalco & Lau, 2012). 
This statistic is notated meta-d’. Second, metacognitive awareness was computed as the ratio 
of meta-d to d’ (Craddock, 2018).   
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Main analyses were conducted using a structural equation modeling approach. 
Interoceptive awareness and body beliefs (the two self-report variables) were defined as 
latent variables and established using a combination of exploratory and confirmatory factor 
analysis. Model fit was assessed using the chi-square statistic (χ2), root mean squared error of 
approximation (RMSEA), comparative fit index (CFI) and the Tucker Lewis index (TLI). 
Good model fit was represented by a non-significant χ2 (p < 0.05), RMSEA <= .08, 
CFI >= .95, and TLI >= .90 (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Schreiber et al., 2006). Of note, the chi-
square statistic is extremely sensitive to sample size, so may be a relatively less reliable 
estimate for evaluating model fit in these analyses.  
The final single-group latent variable structural equation model (see Table 7) 
contained gender as an exogenous variable. Direct paths were drawn between gender and 
body beliefs, and between gender and each facet of interoception. In this model, a direct path 
was also drawn between body beliefs and all facets of interoception. Facets of interoception 
were allowed to covary. This enabled us to evaluate the extent to which different facets of 
interoception were dissociable. This model was assessed using the chi-square (χ2) statistic, 
root mean squared error of approximation (RMSEA), the Tucker-Lewis fit index (TLI), and 
the comparative fit index (CFI). Good model fit was represented by a non-significant χ2 (p < 
0.05), RMSEA <= .08, CFI >= .95, and TLI >= .90. Total effects, total indirect effects, and 
specific indirect effects for all possible mediation pathways linking gender to facets of 
interoception through body beliefs were examined. Indirect effects were assessed using bias 
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Eighteen trials of the heartbeat detection task were excluded from final analyses 
(7.2% of all trials) leaving a final sample of 232 trials distributed across participants. The full 
demographic information of participants can be found in Table 2. Descriptive statistics of 
variables included in the model can be found in Table 3 and Figure 1.  
Establishing Measurement Model for Sensibility and Body Beliefs 
First, I started by testing a pre-registered measurement model. Interoceptive 
awareness and Body Beliefs were submitted simultaneously to a confirmatory factor analysis 
(CFA) using lavaan package in R. Interoceptive awareness (hereafter, Awareness) was 
defined by total scores on the BAQ, MAIA Noticing, MAIA Attention Regulation, MAIA 
Emotion Awareness, MAIA Self Regulation, and MAIA Body Listening subscales 
(MacCormack, 2020). Body beliefs was defined by 5 individual BSBQ items (Body 
Unpredicted – “My body is unpredictable”, Body Handle – “I have a hard time handling my 
bodily sensations”, Body Urges – “My bodily urges are difficult to control”, Body Fear – 
“Sometimes I’m afraid of my bodily feelings”, and Body Intense – “My body is an intense 
place”). MAIA Attention Regulation was allowed to covary with MAIA Self Regulation and 
MAIA Emotion Awareness as suggested by priori work (MacCormack, 2020). The model fit 
moderately well with significant χ2 (p = .000), CFI = .929, TLI = .904, and RMSEA = .079, 
but returned three large modification indices: BSBQ Body Intense loaded onto Awareness 
(mi = 18.974), BSBQ Body Unpredicted loaded onto Awareness (mi = 13.902), and MAIA 
Attention Regulation loaded onto Body Beliefs (mi = 13.348). 
 In order to improve the model, I transitioned to an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) 
using the psych package in R (as detailed in my pre-registration). This model included all five 
MAIA sub-scale scores, the BAQ scores, and all twelve items from the BSBQ. A methods 
agreement procedure was implemented using the ‘n_factors’ function from the parameters 
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package in R2 to determine the factor structure. The choice of 4 dimensions was supported by 
4 (22%) methods out of 18. Full EFA results are reported in Table 4.  
 Based on the EFA results, I ran a new CFA with two latent factors: Interoceptive 
awareness was defined by BAQ, and the MAIA Noticing, Attention Regulation, Emotion 
Awareness, Self-Regulation, and Body Listening subscales. Body beliefs was defined by 
seven items off the BSBQ scale (Body Unpredicted – “My body is unpredictable”, Body 
Handle – “I have a hard time handling my bodily sensations”, Body Urges – “My bodily 
urges are difficult to control”, Body Fear – “Sometimes I’m afraid of my bodily feelings”, 
and Body Intense – “My body is an intense place”, Misleading – “I believe that my body’s 
feelings can be misleading, and Listen Bad – “Listening to my sensations can be 
problematic). The model fit moderately well with significant χ2 (p = .000), CFI = .929, TLI 
= .910, and RMSEA = .069 but returned two large modification indices: BSBQ Body Intense 
loaded to Awareness, and Body Unpredicted loaded to Awareness (see Table 5). To improve 
model fit, BSBQ Body Intense and Body Unpredicted were excluded from the final model. 
The final CFA showed good model fit with significant χ2 (p = .005), CFI = .965, FLI = .954, 
and RMSEA = .054. The results are reported in Table 6. 
Single-Group Latent Variable Structural Equation Model 
Hypotheses were evaluated using a single-group latent variable structural equation 
model defined in Table 7. Interoceptive awareness was defined by the BAQ score and the 
MAIA Noticing, Attention Regulation, Emotion Awareness, Self-Regulation, and Body 
Listening subscale scores. Body Beliefs was defined by five items from the BSBQ (Body 
Handle, Body Urges, Body Fear, Misleading, and Listen Bad sub-scales). The final model 
demonstrated moderately good fit with significant χ2 (p = .000), CFI = .942, TLI = .922, and 
 
2   Lüdecke, Ben-Shachar & Makowski (2020). Describe and understand your model’s parameters. CRAN. 
Available from https://easystats.github.io/parameters. 
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RMSEA = .055. Covariances between facets of interoception were not significant. Gender 
was not significantly related to interoceptive sensitivity (β = .141, 95% CI = [-0.044, 0.350], 
p = .172), awareness (β = -.093, 95% CI = [-0.248, 0.067], p = .243), or metacognitive 
awareness (β = -.226, 95% CI = [-1.216, 0.569], p = .559). Likewise, gender did not 
significantly relate to body beliefs (β = -.212, 95% CI = [-0.496, 0.034], p = .124). 
Consequently, none of our mediation pathways were significant.  
Exploratory analyses.  
Since the results that no significance has been revealed from the data, a 
supplementary t-test with all available data (N = 250, 58% F) was added with the expectation 
to help explain the non-significant results. Due to the complex operationalizations of 
variables of interests including interoceptive sensitivity, awareness, and body beliefs, a t-test 
was conducted to examine the relationships between gender and each of the variables 
available in this data set which prior work has used to operationalize interoception (see Table 
8). Significant relationships were revealed between gender and HBD % correct (d = -.28, p 
= .04, Sensitivity), HBD a prime (d = -.29, p = .03, Sensitivity), MAIA Not Distracting (d 
= .32, p = .01, Awareness), MAIA Not Worrying (d = -.44, p < .001, Awareness), MAIA 
Attention Regulation (d = -.29, p = .02, Awareness), and MAIA Emotion Awareness (d = .34, 
p = .01, Awareness). Marginally significant relationships (p < .1) were found between gender 
and MAIA Body Listening (d = .22, p = .09, Awareness), BSBQ Total Score (d = .24, p = .06, 
Body Beliefs), and BSBQ Intensity (d = .23, p = .08, Body Beliefs). 
 
Discussion 
 The present thesis systematically explored the relationships between gender and three 
facets of interoception (interoceptive sensitivity, interoceptive awareness, and metacognitive 
awareness). In particular, my study examined the effects of enculturated body beliefs on the 
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linkage between gender and interoception. Contrary to prior findings, no relationship between 
gender and interoceptive sensitivity was demonstrated. Similarly, the relationship between 
gender and our latent measure of interoceptive awareness was not significant. Finally, gender 
also failed to be a significant predictor of metacognitive awareness. Body beliefs did not 
serve as a significant mediator of these effects. Across the board, men and women 
demonstrated comparable interoceptive ability.  
However, in follow up exploratory analyses evaluating the relationships between 
gender and several manifest variables linked to interoception in past research, several 
significant effects emerged. Results indicated that there was a significant relationship 
between gender and percent correct in the HBD task with women performing worse than 
men. Similarly, there was a significant relationship between gender and HBD a’ (a 
nonparametric measure of interoceptive sensitivity) with women scoring lower than men. For 
interoceptive awareness measures, gender demonstrated significant effects on the MAIA Not-
Distracting, Attention Regulation, and Emotion Awareness subscales. Women were more 
likely to report focusing on their bodily sensations, feeling less efficacious in regulating their 
attention toward body sensations, and a heightened awareness of the link between body 
sensations and emotion. Finally, for body belief measures, gender showed significant effects 
on MAIA Not-Worrying and marginal effects on MAIA Body Listening, such that women 
tended to worry about their body sensations and report actively listening to bodily sensations 
slightly more than men. There was also a marginally significant relationship between gender 
and BSBQ Intensity and Total score, indicating that women tended to view their body as an 
intense place, but report generally more positive beliefs about their body overall. Thus, there 
was some evidence of gender differences in these exploratory results of individual measures 
despite the null results observed in our structural equation model.  
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Such conflicting results are not atypical in the literature on interoception. For 
example, replicating our findings, Khalsa and colleagues (2009) demonstrated that women 
and men have comparable performance in interoceptive sensitivity as indexed by (d’) during 
a Heartbeat Detection (HBD) task. This finding conflicts with some published literature 
showing significant gender effects in this task, but the authors attributed it to the interactive 
effects of age and gender in their sample. This provides preliminary evidence for the notion 
that research on gender and interoception ought to consider development (e.g., gender x age); 
the effects of gender on interoception may be situated and not stable across the lifespan.  
With regard to interoceptive awareness (as measured with the MAIA and BAQ), no 
significant gender differences were found when the MAIA and BAQ were treated as 
indicators of a single latent factor. However, when exploring the relationship between gender 
and the MAIA sub-scales and BAQ separately, significant effects emerged in five MAIA 
sub-scales (indicated above). Among them, lower reports on Not Worrying, better Body 
Listening and better Emotion Awareness replicate previous studies (Grabauskaitė et al., 
2017). This could evidence that women do differ from men in some aspects of their attention 
and attitude towards their bodily signals, but perhaps not when considered together as a 
single latent construct.  
Finally, with regard to the relationship between body beliefs and facets of 
interoception, Drew and colleagues (2020) failed to replicate the positive association between 
body beliefs and interoceptive accuracy found in prior studies. Likewise, Emanuelsen and 
colleagues (2015) did not demonstrate any correlation between body beliefs and interoceptive 
awareness. Altogether, these mixed findings raise the question of the extent to which the 
prior literature is plagued by publication bias and lack of consistency in the design of studies, 
operationalization of constructs, and interpretation of findings. Many of these limitations 
apply to the present study.  
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Limitations 
The literature at large, as well as the present study, were limited by theoretical and 
methodological factors. 
Theory and Methods. The operationalization and conceptualization of interoception 
and body beliefs may be a critical issue in this study. Specifically, a latent variable structural 
equation model was used to operationalize two latent constructs: interoceptive awareness and 
body beliefs. This approach was founded on the assumption that commonly-used measures of 
interoceptive awareness (the BAQ and MAIA), and items on the BSBQ measuring body 
beliefs would each share common variance, and that this common variance would in turn 
reflect predictively valid latent constructs. However, the SEM model produced non-
significant results, while the exploratory analyses which evaluated measures separately using 
t-tests produced significant results. Given this fact, it is possible that my core assumptions 
were misguided. Specifically, it is possible that either my measurement tools or my 
conceptualization of interoception and body beliefs were impoverished.   
For example, in the present analyses we defined the latent variable of interoceptive 
awareness using indicators from the BAQ and several of the MAIA subscales. These scales 
include distinctive information about constructs ranging from attention and regulation to 
emotional experience. However, the present conceptualization of interoceptive awareness in 
the literature does not differentiate between these attentional, regulatory, and meaning-
making processes. As such, it is possible that women and men differed on the factors of 
interoceptive awareness captured by different subscales, but not the common content shared 
by them. As another example, Piran and colleagues (2020) recently published several 
categories of embodiment beliefs derived from qualitative interviews with women. These 
categories included positive body connection and comfort, body unencumbered adjustment, 
agency and functionality, experience and expression of sexual desire, attuned self-care, and 
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resisting objectification. Therefore, it is possible that these richer conceptualizations of 
interoception and beliefs will more clearly reveal the potential relationship (or lack thereof) 
between gender and interoceptive ability as well as the influence of body beliefs on these 
pathways.  
Statistical power. It is possible that the literature shows inconsistent results because 
most studies are improperly powered to reveal reliable gender effects on interoception. 
Although the present thesis used a relatively large sample size compared to other research on 
interoception, the sample size may still not have been large enough to provide good statistical 
power for our questions (see Drew et al., 2020 for a similar argument). It is notoriously hard 
to determine sample size for structural equation modeling (SEM). However, a rule-of-thumb 
within the SEM literature suggests that a sample size of at least 200 subjects is appropriate 
for estimating cross-sectional effects (Kline, 2016). The final sample of this study, following 
exclusions, consisted of 232 subjects: 97 men (42%) and 135 women (58%). I believe this 
makes it unlikely that sample size alone would fully explain our findings. Nevertheless, 
future studies should still aim for at least 100 participants per gender group, and ideally more 
(Kline, 2005).   
Consideration of how individual traits interact with gender. The present study 
used analytic methods that produce group-level statistics. However, women and men are not 
homogenous categories – that is, not all men and women are the same. Individual differences 
across subjects may be contributing to our null findings. Such characteristics may include 
other intersecting features such as socioeconomic status, race, age, or body size. 
  For example, socioeconomic status (SES) has been suggested to influence 
interoceptive awareness and sensitivity, whereby low SES is usually linked with attenuated 
attention and misinterpretation of one’s bodily signals (Proffitt Leyva & Hill, 2018; Moeini-
Jazani et al., 2017; Whitaker et al., 2015). Currently, women make up 56% of the people 
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living in poverty in the United States (Ruggles et al., 2020), a statistic that is grimmer for 
women of color. Additionally, age is also linked with interoceptive ability (Khalsa et al., 
2009, MacCormack et al., 2020, MacCormack et al., 2019) and can influence the body beliefs 
of women (Piran, 2016). Finally, a study of Herbert and Pollatos (2014) demonstrated that 
overweight and obese people have decreased interoceptive sensitivity. Women are more 
likely to be obese than men (Fryar et al., 2020), with rates highest among non-Hispanic black 
women. Taken together, individual differences in age, SES, BMI, or other variables un-
named herein across women and across studies may produce different results based on the 
varying demographic composition of study samples. These alternate hypotheses may apply to 
other studies in the literature but it should be noted that in my study, age and BMI were 
distributed normally across gender; moreover, participants in this study were sampled from a 
college population and so represent a limited subset of the age-span. My sample was also 
relatively homogenous in terms of race and BMI. Future studies can better account for these 
salient individual trait differences in their analyses or recruit a larger and more representative 
sample. While group homogeneity may help explain our null findings – it cannot explain why 
the significant results emerged from our exploratory analyses. 
Consideration of how individual states interact with gender. The present study 
used a cross-sectional design but within-subject, state-level differences could produce 
fluctuations in interoception which are hard, if not impossible, to capture using one-shot 
measurement. These differences could also contribute to the mixed findings in the literature. 
It is typically assumed in the literature that interoception is a trait-based phenomenon 
such that a person is either good, average, or bad at interoception across instances. However, 
research demonstrates that alterations in state-level cardiovascular signaling can temporarily 
improve (or obstruct) interoceptive ability. Studies have reported state-changes in 
cardiovascular activity across a variety of situations including during breath-hold (Smith et 
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al., 2020), postural changes (e.g., lying to sitting; Watanabe, et al., 2007), and following 
exercise and stress (Shulz & Vogele, 2015). In one, Hauser and colleagues (2017) 
administered a noradrenergic blockade, propranolol, to inhibit the activity of noradrenaline in 
the central and autonomic nervous system. It can render detailed cardiovascular signals more 
available to the metacognitive processes, which in turn enhanced participants’ metacognitive 
awareness. This is particularly relevant to women given that their cardiovascular activity 
varies with hormonal fluctuations through the menstrual cycle (Rosano et al., 1997; Hill & 
Pickinpaugh, 2008). It’s possible that this variability causes corresponding changes in 
interoceptive ability (Paulus & Stein, 2010). In another study with bulimic participants, 
researchers found no differences in interoceptive sensitivity at rest, but significant differences 
following food-primes. Of note, eating disorders are significantly more prevalent in women 
(Hoek, 2006), which suggests a role for food cues in altering state-interoceptive ability 
among women. This variability in state characteristics of individuals and situations may help 
explain mixed findings across studies (c.f., Wittkamp et al., 2017). It is possible that by not 
accounting for hormonal status or other state level factors, the current study failed to capture 
meaningful gender differences in interoception that intersect with sex-based differences. 
Future studies can address this issue by exploring gender differences across time and across 
different situations.   
Conclusions 
Gender inequality in health is a critical issue. Women report higher levels of 
somatoform disorders, internalizing disorders, eating disorders, and several other negative 
health outcomes associated with body image, body perception, and emotional experience. 
Therefore, by better understanding potential gender differences in interoception and 
interoceptive beliefs, we may begin to understand the mechanisms underlying gender 
disparities in physical and mental health. Based on our findings, I argue that future studies 
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should develop more valid and precise interoceptive measurements, including those that 
capture its dynamic properties across time. Furthermore, future studies can benefit from 
having large sample sizes, controlling trait-like demographics factors, as well as considering 
the state-like dynamic characteristics of biological processes, including interoception. By 
better articulating the relationship between gender and interoception, and between 
interoception and other downstream health outcomes and behaviors, researchers may begin to 
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Table 1. Categories of responses on the Heartbeat Detection Task  
 Tone is coincident with 
heartbeat 
Tone is NOT coincident with 
heartbeat 
Participant responds “YES” 
HIT FALSE ALARM 
Participant responds “NO” 
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Table 2. Participant Demographic Statistics (n = 232) 
 
Variable n (%) or mean SD Range 
Gender    
 Female 135 (58.2%) - - 
 Male 97 (41.8%) - - 
Age  19.22 1.27 18.00 – 29.00 
BMI  22.80 2.91 16.44 – 31.61 
Race     
 American Indian & Alaskan Indian 2 (0.9%) - - 
 Asian American 31(13.4%) - - 
 Native Hawaii or other Pacific Islander 0 - - 
 African American 30 (12.9%) - - 
 European American 139 (59.9%) - - 
 Latin American 15 (6.5%) - - 
 More than one race 13 (5.6%) - - 
 Other 2 (0.9%) - - 
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Table 3. Descriptive Statistics of Variables of Interest 
 
Variable Mean SD Range 
BAQ  4.13 0.81 2.28 – 6.22 
MAIA     
 Noticing 3.97 0.83 1.25 – 6.00 
 Not Distracted 3.10 0.86 1.00 – 5.33 
 No Worry 3.68 0.90 1.33 – 6.00 
 Attention Regulation 3.55 0.81 1.00 – 5.86 
 Emotion Awareness 4.11 0.84 2.00 – 6.00 
 Self Regulation 3.61 0.90 1.25 – 6.00 
 Body Listening 3.13 1.00 1.00 – 6.00 
 Body Trusting 4.36 0.92 2.00 – 6.00 
BSBQ     
 Body Unpredicted - Reversed 5.27 1.38 1.00 – 7.00 
 Body Handle - Reversed 5.61 1.19 1.00 – 7.00 
 Body Intense - Reversed 4.56 1.62 1.00 – 7.00 
 Body Care 5.32 1.21 2.00 – 7.00 
 Body Indulge 4.01 1.34 1.00 – 7.00 
 Body Urges - Reversed 5.43 1.42 1.00 – 7.00 
 Body Fear - Reversed 5.47 1.48 1.00 – 7.00 
 Body Wise 3.96 1.57 1.00 – 7.00 
 Indulge Belief 3.26 1.38 1.00 – 7.00 
 Urge Belief 4.00 1.44 1.00 – 7.00 
 Misleading - Reversed 4.65 1.52 1.00 – 7.00 
 Listen Bad - Reversed 5.40 1.37 1.00 – 7.00 
dprime  0.55 0.78 -0.82 – 4.20 
M ratio  0.76 3.10 -20.02 – 14.19  
Note. BAQ is Body Awareness Questionnaire; MAIA is Multidimensional Assessment of 
Interoceptive Awareness. BSBQ is Bodily Signals Beliefs Questionnaire; dprime is the measurement 
for Interoceptive Sensitivity, taken from heartbeat detection task; M ratio is the measurement for 
Metacognitive Awareness, computed by comparing the observed confidence ratings (meta d-prime) 
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Table 4. Exploratory factor analysis loadings 
 
Factor Loadings Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 
Interoceptive Awareness (BAQ; MAIA)     
 BAQ mean .58    
 MAIA Noticing subscale .84    
 MAIA Attention Regulation subscale .60    
 MAIA Emotion Awareness subscale .76    
 MAIA Self Regulation subscale .71    
 MAIA Body Listening subscale .84    
Body Beliefs (BSBQ)     
 Body Unpredicted - Reversed  .59   
 Body Handle - Reversed  .63   
 Body Intense - Reversed  .50   
 Body Care    .41 
 Body Indulge   .44  
 Body Urges - Reversed  .61   
 Body Fear - Reversed  .54   
 Body Wise .35    
 Indulge Belief   1.10  
 Urge Belief    .55 
 Misleading - Reversed  .61   
 Listen Bad - Reversed  .58   
Note. The 4 latent factors were supported by 4 (22%) methods out of 18 methods and counted for 
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Interoceptive Awareness (BAQ; MAIA)    
 BAQ mean .62  .39 
 MAIA Noticing subscale .75  .57 
 MAIA Attention Regulation subscale .71  .51 
 MAIA Emotion Awareness subscale .75  .57 
 MAIA Self Regulation subscale .66  .43 
 MAIA Body Listening subscale .75  .56 
Body Beliefs (BSBQ)    
 Body Unpredicted - Reversed  .61 .35 
 Body Handle - Reversed  .68 .46 
 Body Intense - Reversed  .48 .23 
 Body Urges - Reversed  .63 .39 
 Body Fear - Reversed  .57 .33 
 Misleading - Reversed  .57 .33 
 Listen Bad - Reversed  .53 .28 
Covariances β SE p 
 MAIA Attention Regulation ~~  
            MAIA Self Regulation 
.138 .036 .000*** 
 MAIA Emotion Awareness ~~    
            MAIA Attention Regulation 
-.008 .025 .000*** 
 Body Beliefs ~~ Interoceptive Awareness .080 .081 .326 
Modification Indices mi   
 IAw – BSBQ Body Intense - Reversed            17.692   
 IAw – BSBQ Body Unpredicted - Reversed            15.119   
Statistics Value (df, p)  
 Chi-square (χ2) 129.73 (p = .000***, df = 62)  
 CFI .93  
 TLI .91  
 RMSEA .069  
Note. IAw = Interoceptive Awareness; BB = Body Beliefs. R2 represents communality. The statistics 
to evaluate model fit and suggested modification indices are reported. CFI = comparative fit index; 
TLI = Tucker Lewis index; RESEA = root mean squared error of approximation. Good model fit was 
represented by a non-significant χ2 (p < 0.05), RMSEA <= .08, CFI >= .95, and TLI >= .90. † p<.10, 
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Interoceptive Awareness (BAQ; MAIA)    
 BAQ mean .62  .39 
 MAIA Noticing subscale .75  .57 
 MAIA Attention Regulation subscale .71  .51 
 MAIA Emotion Awareness subscale .75  .57 
 MAIA Self Regulation subscale .66  .43 
 MAIA Body Listening subscale .75  .56 
Body Beliefs (BSBQ)    
 Body Handle - Reversed  .70 .49 
 Body Urges - Reversed  .61 .37 
 Body Fear - Reversed  .57 .33 
 Misleading - Reversed  .54 .30 
 Listen Bad - Reversed  .55 .30 
Covariances β SE p 
 MAIA Attention Regulation ~~  
            MAIA Self Regulation 
.140 .036 .000*** 
 MAIA Emotion Awareness ~~    
            MAIA Attention Regulation 
-.086 .025 .001** 
 Body Beliefs ~~ Interoceptive Awareness .045 .082 .579 
Statistics Value (df, p)  
 Chi-square (χ2) 68.37 (p = .005**, df = 41)  
 CFI .965  
 TLI .954  
 RMSEA .054   
Note. R2 represents communality. The statistics to evaluate model fit and suggested modification 
indices are reported. CFI = comparative fit index; TLI = Tucker Lewis index; RESEA = root mean 
squared error of approximation. Good model fit was represented by a non-significant χ2 (p < 0.05), 
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Table 7. Structural equation model results (N = 232) 
 
Model Paths  β SE p 
Direct effects    
Gender -     
 Body Beliefs -.212 .138 .124 
 Metacognitive Awareness -.226 .455 .558 
 Interoceptive Awareness -.093 .080 .242 
 Interoceptive Sensitivity .141 .104 .172 
Body Beliefs -     
 Metacognitive Awareness .047 .302 .875 
 Interoceptive Awareness .013 .051 .797 
 Interoceptive Sensitivity -.096 .073 .187 
Indirect effects    
 Gender – Beliefs – MAw -.010 .080 .900 
 Gender – Beliefs – IAw  -.003 .013 .823 
 Gender – Beliefs – IS .020 .022 .363 
Total effects    
 Gender – Beliefs – MAw .003 .044 .951 
 Gender – Beliefs – IAw  .000 .002 .865 
 Gender – Beliefs - IS .003 .004 .414 
Statistics Value (df, p)  
 Chi-square (χ2) 114.35 (p = .000***, df = 68)  
 CFI .942  
 TLI .922  
 RMSEA .055   
Note. Gender is coded as Women = 0 and Men = 1; IAw = Interoceptive Awareness; IS = 
Interoceptive Sensitivity; MAw = Metacognitive Awareness; Beliefs = Body Beliefs. CFI = 
comparative fit index; TLI = Tucker Lewis index; RESEA = root mean squared error of 
approximation. Good model fit was represented by a non-significant χ2 (p < 0.05), RMSEA <= .08, 
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Table 8. Exploratory analysis of gender with different variables of interest.  
 
Statistic Description Facet µ F µ M t df  P d 
HBD % correct Percent correct trials Sensitivity 0.58 0.62 -2.09 208.38 0.04* -0.28  
HBD d’ Interoceptive Sensitivity Sensitivity 0.49 0.65 -1.65 220.22 0.10 -0.22 
HBD a prime Non-parametric estimate of discriminability Sensitivity 0.62 0.67 -2.19 201.35 0.03* -029 
HBD b”d Non-parametric estimate of bias (0 = no bias, + = “no”, - = “yes”) - -0.07 -0.10 1.26 204.11 0.21 0.17 
HBD C Bias (continuum from “conservative” to “liberal”)  - -0.16 -0.16 0.14 205.34 0.89 0.02 
HBD Beta Bias (as bias to say “yes” increases, beta approaches 0) - 1.00 0.90 1.56 168.67 0.12 0.19 
Meta d’ – d’  Correspondence between task accuracy and confidence Metacognitive -0.11 -0.18 0.91 196.73 0.37 0.12 
Meta d’/d’ Correspondence between task accuracy and confidence Metacognitive 0.87 0.60 0.62 159.85 0.54 0.085 
Mean Confidence Average confidence, used as a measure of metacognitive bias or awareness  Awareness 0.52 0.52 -0.03 200.61 0.98 -0.004 
MAIA Noticing Awareness of uncomfortable, comfortable, and neutral body sensations Awareness 4.02 3.86 1.47 210.72 0.14 0.19 
MAIA Not-Distracting Tendency not to ignore or distract oneself from sensations of pain or discomfort Awareness 3.22 2.95 2.50 231.42 0.01* 0.32 
MAIA Not-Worrying Tendency not to worry or experience emotional distress with sensations of pain or 
discomfort 
Awareness 3.51 3.90 -3.47 231.03 <.001*** -0.44 
MAIA Attention Reg Ability to sustain and control attention to body sensations Awareness 3.47 3.71 -2.27 208.86 0.02* -0.29 
MAIA Emo Awareness Awareness of the connection between body sensations and emotional states Awareness 4.23 3.94 2.69 234.19 0.01* 0.34 
MAIA Self-Reg Ability to regulate distress by attention to body sensations Awareness 3.55 3.72 -1.49 238.26 0.14 -0.19 
MAIA Body Listening Active Listening to the body for insight  Awareness 3.23 3.01 1.71 231.77 0.09†｡ 0.22 
MAIA Trusting Experience of one’s body as safe and trustworthy  Awareness 4.53 4.48 0.52 236/7 0.60 0.07 
MAIA Total Score Interoceptive Awareness  Awareness 3.70 3.72 -0.38 233.07 0.71 -0.05 
BAQ Total Score Interoceptive Awareness Awareness 4.14 4.08 0.533 217.17 0.59 0.07 
BSBQ Total Score Beliefs about the body  Beliefs 5.30 5.08 1.87 217.61 0.06†｡ 0.24 
BSBQ Intensity Belief that the body is an “intense” place Beliefs 5.33 5.10 1.74 209.55 0.08｡† 0.23 
 
Note. Facet = measures of facets of interoception or body beliefs. Metacognitive = Metacognitive Awareness. Significant pathways are highlighted by dark 
grey and bold. Marginally significant pathways are highlighted by light grey. † p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.001
 
 
